
If you are self isolating, we can help!

Neighbourhood 
Coronavirus Support 

Network (NCSN)

Hello! Did you know you have some pretty amazing 
neighbours? On 14 March 2020 I posted to the “Nextdoor” 
App asking if anybody in Great Totham and surrounding 
villages wanted to form a support group for those in our 
community needing help to navigate the impact that 
COVID-19 is having on them. The response was 
overwhelming, and NCSN was born.

Your amazing
neighbour(s): _______________________________

Living locally at:______________________________

Contactable on: _____________________________

Or you can contact me, Lisa, on 07791 397160 and I will put an 
NCSN Helper in touch with you.

We can:

 Pick up shopping

 Pick up prescriptions

 Post some mail

 Get urgent supplies

 Make a friendly phone call

Get in touch and let us 
know what you need.

Coronavirus is highly contagious and we must all observe all Government guidelines to avoid spreading 
infection.  We will avoid physical contact when supporting you.
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